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ABSTRACT

The RELAP5 two-phase fluid model and the associated numerical scheme are
summarized in this paper. The experience accrued in development of a fast;
running light water reactor system transient analysis code is reviewed and
examples of the code application are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

RELAP5 [l] is a light water reactor (LWR) system transient simulation
code which has been de\*eloped at the Idaho national Engineering Laboratory
for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. It is a completely new
code based on an advanced two-phase hydrodynamic model and the experience
gained from development of its predecessor, HELAPU. The emphasis in RELAP5
development has been on improved system physical modeling and greater economy
in application through improved user convenience and faster running.

The goal of the RELAP5 development effort has been to produce an analysis
capability which includes the dominant physics of LWR systems, enables an
integral analysis of the LWR system including secondary components and con-
trols, and whose cost would permit day to day use for system studies in
support of design, licensing and operation. This goal has required balance
in "he level of modeling detail. It has been necessary to guard against the
temptation to provide answers to all the "what if" questions. Past transient
code development experience was relied on to strike the required balance.

The most recent version of the code, RELAP5/M0D1, was released to the
National Energy Software Center in December 1930. This version of the code
represents a complete LWR system modeling capability for small break LOCA and
operational transients in addition to large break LOCA blovdovn. The hydro-
dynamic model includes two-phase nonhomogeneous and nonequilibrium effects
along with a noncondensible gas field and a nonvolatile solute field. The
hydrodynamic model is formulated for one—dimensional, transient variable area
flow and uses a finite difference solution algorithim.

The two-phase model features constitutive relations for flov in hori-
zontal and vertical pipes, annuli and pumps with stratification effects
included. Special process models are included for choked flow, losses at
abrupt area change, and branched flows. Heat transfer effects are modeled



by a generalized one-dimensional transient conduction solution coupled ccnvec-
tively to fluid paths by a boiling heat transfer surface. Special components
are included in RELA?5 for modeling accumulators, pumps, check valves, control
valves, control systems, plant trips, and steam separators. Ease of use has
been emphasised in the code development by providing free format input, input
data checking features, generalized restart, renodalization and internal
plotting features.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to a description of the RELAP5
hydrodynamic model, the associated numerical scheme, and a summary of the
factors which have been found to be significant in achieving fast-running
capability.

2. SSLAP5 TWO-PHASE FLUID MODEL

The hydrodynamic model used in RELAP5 for simulation of the transient
tvo-phase flow process is a two-fluid nonequilibrium model including the
presence of a noncondensible component in the vapor phase and a dissolved
nonvolatile component in the liquid phase. Simplifying assumptions, con-
sistent with the physics of two-phase systems, are used to obtain a fluid
model amenable to numerical solution. The basic model is stated here in dif-
ferential form with discussion of the important simplifications. One space
dimension and time are the independent variables and the dependent fluid and
field properties are cross sectional area averaged values. The differential
equations are written assuming unit spatial correlation coefficients.

2.1 Field Equations

The basic fisid equations for the two-phase system consist of mass,
momentum, and energy relations for each of the phases [2]. In the RELAPf
model the basic phasic relations are combined to obtain an equivalent but
numerically more convenient set [l]. Only the resulting combinations which
form the basis of the 3ELAP5 numerical scheme will be recorded herein.

The mass conversion relations are:

a mixture mass equation,

3p/ot + (I/A) [3(a_p v A + afpfvfA)/3x] = 0 (l)

a mixture mass fraction equation,

p(3X/3t) + (l-X)/A[3{ao.pgvgA)/3x] - (X/A)[3(afpfvfA)/3x] = Pg (2)

a noncondensible component mass fraction equation,

3(XQp)/3t + (1/A)[3(a Pn v^Aj/Bx] = 0 (3)

and a nonvolatile solute mass equation,

8P3/3t + (l/A)[3(CsafpfvfA)/3x] = 0. (U)

Che noncondensible component of the vapor phase is assumed to fora, a
Gibbs-Dalton mixture with the steam so that the partial pressures sum to the
mixture pressure. On the other hand, the nonvolatile component of the liquid
phase is assumed to have no effect on the water properties. The noncondensi-
ble model is included to enable modeling the effect of nitrogen release from



the accumulator, hydrogen release from fuel clad water reaction and the pre-
sence of air in relief line and containment components. The nonvolatile
component is included to enable modeling and transport of dissolved 3oron
salts and the associated reactivity effects in the core.

The momentum equations are used in the so called "nonconservative" form
and two independent momentum equations are obtained by a sum and a difference
of the phasic momentum aquations (the difference is taken after division
through by the product of the respective volume fraction and density). The
sum equation is:

a p (3v /3t) + afp_,(3vf/3t) + j a p (3v2/3x) + j at.pf (3v^/3x)

= - 3P/3x + P3x - (Tw)g - (T W ) ? - rg(vg - vf) (5)

and the difference equation:

3v /3t - av./3t + i- (3v2/3x) - 7 (3v2,/3x)

= - (l/pg - 1/pJ (3P/3x) - ( i ^ a j : , + ( :„ ) ;« ,? , + l'j-pvi

- C[p2/(p_p_J] [3(v - vj/3t + v,(3v /3x) - v (3v_,/3x)] . (6)

The sum equation contains one interphase interaction term, the momentum trans-
fer associated with mass transfer, which results from the "nonconservative"
momentum equation form. The difference equation contains interphase momentum
exchange terms due to aass exchange, interphase friction and virtual mass
effects [3]. The particular forms for Equations (5) and (6) were chosen to
•orovide smooth degeneration to the single phase case. Under single phase
conditions both equations remain determinant and the constitutive model for
interphase drag is formulated such that interphase friction becomes infinite.
Thus, in the single phase limit, Equation (6) reduces to a statement that the
phasic velocities are equal.

Only a single mixture thermal energy equation, formed from the basic
phasic energy and momentum equations, is used. The thermal model is supple-
mented by the specification that one of the phases exist at the local satura-
tion temperature. This approximation corresponds closely to the physics of
two-phase systems. It also results in simplification of the numerical scheme
and reduces the amount of detail required in interphase energy partitioning.

The energy equation is:

3(pU)/3t + (I/A) [3(ot p v U_A + a-p_,v/u\A)/3x]
S 5 J s I * i 1

= (?/A) [3(a v A + a,v,A)/3x] + } + v (T )
3 5 - 1 S v 5

(1/2) |r i (v. - v j 2 !T)
4. S> A



X, Xa and U, are evaluated at the centers of these cells. The cell edges or
junctions are denoted by an index vhich is an integer nultiple of 1/2, i.e.,
the nodaiiiation is staggered by a half cell. The vector quantities v-- and
Vsr are evaluated at these points.

The difference equations corresponding to the field equations, Equations
(l) - (9) respectively, are:

;ni:rture mass,

mixture quality,

-A [»?»? c
noncondensible quality,

nonvolatile solute density,

sum of phasic nomentuos,

C 1 O )

]At



Energy dissipation effects due to wall friction, interpiiase friction and inter-
phase mass transfer are included. Energy dissipation due to virtual mass
effect is neglected. The virtual mass force tern is included in the momentum
equation, Equation (6), to obtain correct accoustic signal propagation speeds,
but the form does not lead necessarily to a positive entropy production term.
Such dissipative effects are negligible at the limits of solution component
wave length associated vith practical spatial nodalizations, thus this point
is only of academic interest [U].

2.2 numerical Solution

The numerical technique selected for solution of the hydrodynamic model
is a finite difference scheme using a fixed, but staggered> spatial noding.
The major appeal of such a scheme over higher order or characteristic type
schemes is it's simplicity in application and programming. Uncertainty with
regard to the accuracy of the fluid model represented by the two-fluid field
equations (separation of spatial and tine averages, mathematical character
with respect to well posedness, and accuracy of supporting constitutive aata;
makes doubtful the benefits of using more elaborate schemes at the present
time (hopefully, future research will rectify some of these difficulties).
From a practical point of view, comparison of calculations to data indicates
that the present approach is adequate for most system simulation needs.

Numerical stability considerations dictate what the solution scheme be at
least partially implicit in the time operator. Entirely explicit schemes are
unstable while fully implicit schemes are stable, but nonlinear, and require
iterative solution methods. The RELAP5 solution scheme is partially implicit
and also linear in the dependent variables at the forward time level. Thus,
the time advancement is accomplished by direct solution of a system of linear
equations. The choice of implicitness is also such that the system of five
field equations can be reduced to a single equation by algebraic elimination.
The resulting time advancement matrix is the same order as the number of
spatial nodes.

A typical spatial nodaiisation for one—iimensicnal flow in a variable
area conduit is illustrated in Figure 1. Computational spatial increments ;r
;ells are denoted by an integer index, j. The scalar quantities, s, p 3 5 ?,

Vector node

v >
" Scalar Mode

Mass and energy
cell or control

m volume n i

Momentum cell or
control volume

j+3/2

Figure 1. Difference Equation Nodalization Schematic



difference of phasic raomentuns,

] ; ^ A t = [ ( P f - p g g f ^ _ J + 1 j

- ?WGn . fv )n+f - ?W? - ( v , ) E + :

[r Jpv. -a p.,v - a sj,)/(a Pjx^J]?..
s J- 1 j - S -3 = - 3 s - - O+'S

* (PFU;^ (v. - vf ) £ J }U^ « (13)

he mixture energy equation,

J ;:U7
+ 1 - •*) + U^ (P^

+1 - 0?)*{[
- u -. 0 -i J

+ 31" it + DI3S. At . '• ~J;

The ter~s, FWG, F'.vF, and FI are shorthand for the ternis entering into the
vail drag and interphase drag formulation [l]. They each contain a velocity
or velocity difference magnitude and are evaluated entirely at the nth tine
level. The ters: DI3S? is the sun of the energy dissipation terms. These ars
all evaluated explicitly at the nth time level.

The quantities overscored by a dot in the mass and energy equations are
ionored based on the .junction velocities (junctions are identified by the
integer plus a multiple of one-half ir.dicies). The donored quantities are
the area average scalar quantities defined analytically as

where $ is any donored quantity and v is either the liquid or vapor velocity
depending upon whether a liquid or vapor property is donored. Scalar quanti-
ties vhich appear as coefficients in the momentum equations, art evaluated as
volume averages using the tvo adjourning cell values.

2.3 I.uaerical Solution Scheme

Equations (3) - (lU) are a systen of seven linear equations in terms of
the eight variables p, o s, ?, 1, X n, 0, v g, and Vf at the i'n+l)th time level,
rhe eauation of state provides the remaining condition for closure of the
system. The state relation has the functional fora:

p - p (?, X, X n, U) (16)



which is generally not linear nor an analytic function. A linear system is
obtained oy using a two-tena Taylor series for the density variation over a
tine step.

P
n + 1 * P

n • O P / 3 P £ „ „ (?n+1 - ?n) + Op/ax)3 ,- „ (xn+1 - :cn)

+ ("/Wjp.j.D ( Xn + 1 " K] + (3p/3U)",x,X (rjr'+1 " :jfl) (1T!

Equation (17) completes the system of eight linear equations for the eight un-
known dependent variables at the (n+l}th time level. The system of equations
has the added property that the mass and energy conservation relationships,
Equations (3), (9), (13), (11), and '1*0 are linear in the velocities at the
.junctions which connect -he jth cell to adjoining cells. Further the momentum
equations, Equations (12) and (13),' at the (n+l)th time level involve only
the junction velocities and the pressures in the adjoining ceils. This
feature permits the entire system of equations to be reduced to a single
equation only involving the (n+l)th pressurss in the .jth and adjoining ceils.
For a sequence of ceils connected oy single junctions as illustrated in
Figure 1, the reduced equation has the form:

n 3r.+i + n =n+i a -a+1

j-l "J-i j ~i j+i -J+l

The constants A and 3 in Equation '.13) are functions of the r.th time level
variables. When a series of sequentially coupled cells is considered a
matrix of equations, each having the form of Equation (13), is formed, This
matrix is tri-diagonal in terras of the system pressures and is easily solved
by a direct algorithim. A general system has multiple couplings, such as
TEE's or branches, and the tri-diagonai nature of the final solution matrix
is lost. However, the resulting matrix is sparse so that direct inversion
techniques can be used to obtain rapid solutions.

The system solution procedure outlined above is accomplished in HSLAP5
by first solving the tvo momentum equations for the new time level velocities
at each junction in terms of the adjoining ceil pressures. These equations
are in turn used to eliminate the velocities from the ;ell conservation
scuations and the resulting system of linear equations is reduced to a sir.gle
aquation for each ceil involving only pressure. liext, the matrix of pressure
aquations is solved directly using a sparse matrix solver [fj. Finally,
the pressure solution is back substituted into the momentum equations for the
velocities and the velocities back substituted into the respective conserva-
tion equations to obtain the quality, noncondensibie quality, the solute
density, and the energy. The integration step is completed by evaluating
the state relationship to obtain the mixture density and all associated fluid
thermcdynamic properties.

2.U Constitutive Models

The basic numerical scheme is supported by constitutive models for the
interphase drag, intarphase mass transfer, wall friction and wall heat
transfer. These models are used to evaluate coefficients in the basic nu-
merical equations in terms of information at the nth time level. Vith the
sxcsption of wall heat transfer, the coefficients multiply the respective
potentials at the n+1 time level so that the numerical model of the physical
process is seni-inpiicit. Detailed developments of the R2LA?5 constitutive
models are included in Reference [i].



The physical and numerical behavior of the two-phase process and the
associated numerical model are governed largely by the interphase processes
and to a lesser extent by vail drag and vail heat transfer. The interphase
processes must be treated implicitly for numerical stability, vhere as an
explicit formulation is sufficient for the vail to fluid interactions.

The constitutive models, particularly those for interphase drag and vail
heat transfer are highly nonlinear and have variations of orders of magnitude
over the range of physical variables encountered in tvo-phase flows. These
large variations do not affect stability of the calculations, but they do
affect the truncation error. Thus, acceptable convergence may require signi-
ficantly scalier tine steps than dictated by stability considerations. Care
should be taken to avoid discontinuous variation in the formulation of con-
stitutive models, if possible, since the code running tine can be influenced
significantly.

2.5 Special Fluid Process Models

Special models are included in REIAP5 for physical processes vhich in-
volve large spatial gradients or vhich are so complex that only an empirical
approach is feasible. This approach affects economy by reducing the number
of spatial nodes and/or the aaour.t of detail required for solution. Examples
of such models include choked flow, loss at abrupt area change, branching,
separators and flow through valves. These models are superimposed upon the
basic numerical scheme in such a way -hat -he integration sc'r.ene is kept
ir.tact. The ?SLA?5 experience with twc of these models, choked flow and ab-
rupt area change, is reviewed here. The detailed development of the special
process models is given in Reference [l].

Choked flows are characterised 'oy locally large gradients ir. pressure
and flow velocities, numerical resolution of such gradients and accurate
prediction of the associated flow requires fine spatial nodaii-ation. This
requirement seriously impacts code running time by increasing the site of the
numerical problem and also by restricting the maximum time step. For these
reasons, as veil as the fact that some doubts exist about the behavior of the
tvo-phase model for large spatial gradients, a critical flow .-nodei was
developed for RELAP5 [c]. The model interacts with the numerical scheme
in such a way that the upstream solution is iecoupled numerically from down-
stream conditions, just as is the case for a physical choked flow. The
velocities at points of choked flow are specified as functions of pressure
and solved for implicitly.

The choked flow model has r.ot caused stability problems and fast running
is achieved by use of a semi-implicit formulation and under relaxation for
transition between single and two-phase choked flow models. The economic
trade-off between fine nodalization and the use of a choked flow model is
weighted heavily in favor of the choked flow model. The choked flow model
also provides a convenient framework for the incorporation of the empirical
data for localized contraction coefficients and nonequilibriun effects such
as retarded flashing inception for subcooled flows.

The modeling for losses at abrupt area change is an example wherein the
overall numerical scheme stability was affected. The acdel is based on the
classic Bourda-Carnot model for calculating loss at an expansion, but extended
to coexisting streams of liquid and vapor [l]. A detailed solution of the
void fraction change across the point of area change was found necessary to
avoid unstable behavior. The primary benefit of the model is that user



economics are improved by removing the burden of specifying loss coefficients
for abrupt area changes, thus reducing the time required to produce a system
model. The model also provides a mechanistic framework for CCFL phenomena.

3. 3YSTE1 MODELS

System models rre included in HELA?5 for components such as heat con-
ductors , reactor ii.-'stics, controls, accumulators, and pumps [i]. These
component models ail require integration of auxiliary ordinary or partial
differential equations which are coupled with the basic two-phase hydrodynamic
aodel. 'These component models can impose additional constraints on the per-
missible time stsp. experience to date with LWR system modeling and
as.-ociated experiments has indicated that the time constants associated with
these system models are larger than those associated with the hydrodynaaii::
components and the integration time step dictated by the hydrodynamic solution
has been the most restrictive. However, such is not the general case ana
additional time step constois are used or are under development to control
integration for these system components.

3.1 Conduction and Convection Heat Transfer

Heat structures are used to represent the thermal conductors such as fuel
pins, pipe wails, core barrels, pressuriser heaters, and heat exchanger tubing.
Temperature distributions for a heat structure are modeled by solving the one-
dimensional, transient heat conduction equation in rectangular, cylindrical,
or spherical coordinates. The heat cjnduction equation is numerically
approximated by a standard finite difference algorithim. The temperature
dependence of thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity are approxi-
mated by evaluating the properties from tabular iata at the beginning of each
time step.

The boundary conditions which are allowed include: symmetry or insulated,
specified heat flux, specified surface temperature, and convsctive. For heat
transfer to or froc water, a. heat transfer surface made of several matched
correlations is provided. The heat transfer surface is a function of sur-
face temperature, water properties, and the flow conditions including tempera-
ture, pressure, quality, and velocity. The convective boundary condition is
implemented explicitly using

n+i n

In the MODI version of the code, the derivative is approximated by the heat
transfer coefficient except during transition boiling. In this case, the
slope of the transition boiling surface is used so that the extrapolated heat
transfer decreases with increasing surface temperature, using this technique
an explicit coupling to the thermal-hydraulic calculations has proved satis-
factory.

At present, ail heat structures are advanced at a common time step which
can either be larger than or the same as the hydrodynaaic time step. Develop-
ment of a technique to permit different tine steps for each heat structure
and to select the time step based on energy conservation is under development
in order to further conserve conouter time.



3.2 Reactor Kinetics

The reactor kinetics capability is based on a generalized space indepen-
dent (point) kinetics model [?]• Built in data are provided for a model
consisting of a power equation with six delayed neutron equations and fission
products represented using 13 groups. Each group has a production and decay
term similar to the delayed neutron equations. This set of coupled differen-
tial equations is advanced by a fifth order Hunga-Kutta like scheme modified
to account for the reactor kinetics exponential reactor behavior with widely
varying time constants. The reactor kinetics model has an automatic time
step control. The attempted time step is taken equal to the hydrodynamic
time step but it may be reduced to maintain accuracy. After a reactor
kinetics time advancement, an empirical error criterion is used to estimate
the error [i]. If the error is excessive, the time step is halved and the
advancement: calculation is repeated. This process is continued as needed
until ~he error criterion is satisfied. The resulting reactor kinetics time
step is an integral power of one-half times the hydrodynamic time step, which
assures that a reactor kinetics calculation will be nade at the same time
level as the hydrodynamic time level. Coupling between fuel rod temperature
and sore void feedback is implicit but the power production is explicit. No
stability problems have been encountered with this coupling technique.

1.2 CoR-rol Systems

The control system model provides the capability to evaluate logical
trip s-ataments and to integrate simultaneous ordinary differential equations.
The capability is intended for simulation of control systems typically used
in hydrodynanic systems, but this capability can also be used to model any
other phenomena which can be described by algebraic and differential equa-
tions . Several types of control components can be modeled, aach type de-
fining a control variable as a specific function of time advanced quantities.
Since control variables are themselves time advenced quantities, control
components can reference any control variable including the control variable
being defined, i.e., integration. Control components can include summers,
multipliers, dividers, differentiators, integrators, standard functions
tabular functions.

Z-- Interfacing Between Models

The hydrodynamic, heat conduction, reactor kinetic, trip and control
system each have independent advancement algorithims. The exchanges of in-
formation between the different models is at least partially explicit. This
approach has the advantage that each model can use independent time steps,
however, occasionally stability/accuracy problems can occur. In the RELAP5,
initial development problems were encountered, when the heat conduction time
s~ep was taken larger than the hydrodynamic time step. This necessitated a
time sten control option in which a common time step is used. An error con-
trol algorithim similar to the hydrodynamic mass error control is under
development for future versions of RELAP5-

h, NUMERICAL CONSTRAINTS

In the development of a system transient analysis code, certain basic
numerical constraints are necessary. The primary one being the requirement
for numerical stability, but is followed closely by the requirement for
acceptable accuracy. The question of accuracy is somewhat subjective however
numerical stability is a mandatory requirement. Most problems in code de-
velopment concern these two categories.



k.l Stability

The two-phase flow numerical model is too complex to be able to analy-
tically assure unconditional stability. Linear stability analysis can be
performed numerically for special cases, general linear stability can be
established only for simplified models such as single-phase. Linear stabi-
lity studies have proven valuable, but nonlinear stability of the model must
also be investigated.

In development of the RELAP5 numerical scheme, stability was addressed
by first choosing a scheme known to be conditionally stable for the single-
phase case and then experimentally investigating nonlinear stability using
a pilot code to run a series of stability test problems. Results of this
effort indicated that problems of stratified flow with high slip tended
to be least stable and could be used to test the code for stability. It was
found that even with the semi-implicit and donor-flux formulation, additional
damping is required. The added damping used in RSLAP5 is based on a "donor
like" formulation for the conservative momentum equations. 'hen the algebrai;
manipulations are performed to obtain the noneonservative form used in RELAP5,
damping terms appear as a numerical second difference or viscosity type term.
These terms are indicated by VISG and VISF in Equations (12) and (13) and
have the following form:

= 1/2 tKg|J+1 C(vg)J+3/2(AJ+3/2/A^) - (v_).^]

- i-gij [ ( V ^ - ( V J - * < A JV A J^ ) ] } (20)

= 1/2 (|vf|.+1 [(VJ+3/2(A.+3/2/A.W - ̂ W

- |vf|j [W^-lv^lA^)]} (21)

The damping terms are formulated so that for steady flow in variable area
channels no viscous force is introduced. Testing without this damping term
yielded a solution with slow growth of T;he 2Ax wavelength solution component,
which is clearly unacceptable.

So incidence of numerical instability has been encountered in the past
four years of development testing. The RELAP5 hydrodynamic numerical scheme
is stable for time steps up to the material Courant limit. The system Courant
limit is taken to be defined by the point in the system having the most
restrictive Courant number.

k.2 Accuracy

A hydrodynamic time step control algorithim has been developed
for RELAP5 which is based on control of time step truncation error. Under
conditions of continuous property derivatives the time truncation error is
second-order in time step. However, when the fluid property derivatives
are discontinuous the error drops to first-order and very small time steps
are required for acceptable accuracy. The "water packing" problem [8] is
an example of this type of behavior. In REIAP5 a local mass error is used
as a criterion for time step reduction or increase. The mass error is formed
for each fluid node by taking the difference between the mixture mass computed
from a conservative mixture continuity equation and the density computed from
the state relationship. The maximum value of this error is selected from all
system nodes as indicated by the following expression:



s = -ax '-i^.^ " ?.-(?, X, X , U ) | / P 1 } , i = I, 2, . . . M (22)

This error measure is evaluated at the conclusion of each time step and the
following actions are taken: (l) if e > 5-0 x 10~' the time step is rejected
and a new time increment one-half the previous value is selected; (2) if
5.3 x 1Q~3 > e > 1.0 x 10"- then the time step is accepted and the next time
step is made at the same time increment; or (3) if £ < 1.0 x 10~3, the time
step is accepted and the next time advancement is made twice the previous
increment. This procedure is only overridden for edit frequencies, restart
record frequencies or Courant Limits. This technique has proven to be
an effective mass error control and is an efficient algorithim for treating
"water packing" or other discontinuous behavior of the constitutive models
and/or the system models.

The mass error measure defined by Equation (22) and the associated time
step is used at present to set the basic time integration interval for hydro-
dyanmics, heat conduction, punp rotation and controls. In many cases this
is overly restrictive and larger time steps could be taken in the system
model advancements. Time step algorithims which take advantage of this fact
are under development for future versions of HELAP5.

5. COMPUTATIONAL ECONOMICS

HELAP5 was developed for use in LWR system transient analysis including
large and small break LOCA'a and operational transients. These applications
require simulations ranging from a few seconds or hours in real time, thus
fast running is a desirable economic factor. Code running time is a function
of "hree basic factors: (l) dumber of system nodes being solved; (2) the
computer time required to solve a node per time step and (3) the size of time
step which can be used. The significance of each of these factors will be
discussed in turn.

The number of system nodes required depends upon the approach taken with
respect to modeling. A large number of system nodes is required if a simple
aigorithin is used and spatial component detail is obtained by use of fine
nodaiization. An alternative is to reduce the dimensionality by use of cross-
sectional average parameters and compensating by the use of constitutive
relations which include geometric effects, such as component flow regime maps.
Added detail can also be provided by lumped or quasi-steady models for pro-
cesses which involve large spatial gradients such as abrupt area changes,
oumps, and choked flow. 3oth of these techniques are used in the RELAP5 code.
All flow passages are aodeled by a one-dimensional transient calculation
with special models for branches, pumps, abrupt area changes, etc. Thus the
number of nodes required for a system description is reduced to a minimum.
The general range of system nodes required is from 20 to 150 depending upon
system complexity.

The computer time required per node per time step (grind-time) is the
second factor affecting required computer time. The grind time in RELAP5
has been kept small by use of the linear semi-implicit numerical scheme,
reduction of the solution matrix to a single equation T3er node, direct inver-
sion of the solution matrix by a sparse matrix method [5]> use of common blocks
for transmission of data to subroutines and use of efficient coding techniques.
The KELAP5 grind-time for a 118 volume model of the LOFT plant having 1+50 heat
conduction nodes is 0.0012 s. The grind-time is characteristic of a parti-
cular numerical, scheme and probably cannot be varied by more than a factor
of two by coding and/or numerical scheme sophistication.



The distribution of the RELAP5 0.0012 s grind time among the various
operations of the code is shown in Table I for the same LOFT model previously
discussed. It is evident that with the exception of the state and heat
transfer functions, only limited improvement in running time can be achieved
by refinement of the numerical scheme. Even if one could reduce the state
and heat transfer time requirements by an order of magnitude only a factor
of approximately 1/2 would be realized in grind time.

TABLE I. HELAP5/M0D1 GRIND TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR LOFT L3-0 CALCULATION

FUNCTION GRIND TIME IN {%)

Time Step Control and Edits 1.1

Trips 0.06
Donoring 1.95
Volume Velocities 3.12
Mass Transfer 0.67
Wall Drag 5-53
Interphase Drag 9-79
Esplicit Velocities (momentum) 9.75
Pressure Equation Reduction 2.64
Matrix Solution 6.44
Final Velocities 0.42
Final Quality and Energy 1-73
Heat Conduction 18.04
Convection Heat Transfer 10.63
State 23.08
TOTAL 100.00

The third and probably most important factor in run time is the magni-
tude of the time advancement which can be taken. The stability limitations
on time step were discussed earlier. In particular, the RELAP5 numerical
scheme has a material Courant limit, while other more complex methods such
as the two-step [9] and fully implicit schemes claim no stability limits.
However, our experience has been that the permissible time step in two-phase
calculations is usually dictated by the truncation error inherent in the use
of the linearized state relation, Equation (17), which is common to the semi-
implicit and tvo-step schemes. The global mass error defined by the following
relation,

y i-",.i.Pm~ fH
p> ' n' '-MJ

generally cannot exceed one to five percent before the calculated results be-
come suspect. This criterion in most cases is more restrictive than the
material Courant limit. Thus, there is little economic advantage in the use
of less restrictive, but more complex numerical schemes.

In the HELAP5 code development effort there has been encountered several
cases of transient two-phase analysis in which neither the Courant limit
nor the mass error criterion, given by Equation (23), were restrictive enotgh.
Solutions having oscillations which disappeared when run at further reduced
time step have been encountered. One such case is the simulation of level
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Figure 2. RELAP5 Simulation of GE Level Swell Test (100U-3) Void
Fraction at the S ft. Level with At(max) = 0.10 s.
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Figure 3. RSLAP5 Simulation of GE Level Swell Test (lOOk-3) Void
Fraction at the 3 ft. Level with At(max) = 0.01 3.

••$. APPLICATIONS

The RELAP5 code has been applied to a variety of nuclear and uontr-jciear
experimental systems for purposes of pretest planning, posttest Dredietion
and system performance analysis. These applications include several Semiscale
[lO] and LOFT facility tests, Sion plant simulations, relief valve discharge
line fluid dynamic simulation and sijnulation of many separate effects tests.
The separate effects analysis include Edwards pipe blovdowns [ll], Zdvard's
experiment II, GE two foot and four foot vessel level swell experiments,
three Marviken blowdown tests [6], a Moby Dick test, a simple heated bundle
test and a Vyle-LQFT nozzle'calibration test. In addition, many hypothetical
problems such as liquid level fall, manometer, subcooled water injection,
horizontal manometer, standing wave in a closed tube, pump loop and accumu-
lator blowdown are used to test the various models in the code.

Examples of R2LAP5 posttest simulation of LOFT experiments L2-3 and 13-7
are included to illustrate the code capability for large break, and small
break LOCA analysis respectively. The LOFT system model consists of ilS
hydrodynamic cells and h60 metal conductance nodes and is illustrated in
Figure h. This model has been standardized and is used for all LOFT applica-
tions.

The LOFT LOGS L2-3 was conducted to simulate a double ended cold leg
break in a full scale PVJR. Figure 5 is a plot of the actual and posttest;
calculated upper plenun pressure for the first ho seconds of the blowdown.
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Figure )». HELAP5 Nodalissatioj) Scheme for the LOFT System.



The agreement to data illustrated, here by the pressure, is -ypical of -he
prediction of ail hydrodynamic parameters. This calculation required 1000
seconds of CDC 176 computer time to perform.

The second example LOFT LOCE Io-7> is a small cold leg break, simulation.
The actual and predicted upper plenum pressure histories are compared in
Figure 6. Here again, the agreement illustrated is typical of all system
parameters. This calculation was performed faster than real time for the
first hour of the simulation using a CDC 176.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The RELAP5 system model and associated numerical scheme provides an eco-
nomic and contemporary best estimate analysis capability for LWR systems.

The development experience with RELAP5 indicates that accuracy time step
limits are more restrictive than material Courant stability limits for most
LWR transients of interest in safety analysis.
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NOMENCLATURE

Latin

A,V
C
?
Q.
q.
a
V
X
x,t
FWF,FWG,FI

Greek

a
0

r
T

Subscripts

f,g
n
s
I
j
J*3*
w

>
Flow area and volumeCoefficient of virtual mass
Pressure
Heat addition to fluid
Heat flux
Mixture internal energy
Velocity
Quality
Spatial and temporal independent variables
Wall and interphase drag functions

Volume fraction
Density
Vapor generation rate
Shear stress

Liquid and vapor phases
Noncondensible component
Solute
Interface
Volume index
Junction index
Wall
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swell in a two foot diameter vessel '.aider iepressurization. The void fractions
ax "he eight foot elevation are shown in Figures 2 and 2 for maximum time
steps of 0.10 s and 3.01 s respectively (the total computer times vere one-
third of real tine and approximately real tiae respectively). The oscilla-
tions which are present in the calculation nade at the large tine s£ep,
Figure 2, are clearly numerical in nature and result from too large a change
in constitutive parameters over a tine step. It is evident that the stability
limit of a numerical scheme may not be a good indicator of the practical
tine step capability and, thus, the run time that can be achieved. In fact,
the evidence accumulated to date indicates that the use of a numerical scheme
having a stability limit greater than the material Courant limit may not
provide an improvement in code run time without compromise of the two-phase
system dynamic behavior.



6. APPLICATIONS

The RELAP5 code has been applied to a variety of nuclear and nonnuclear
experimental systems for purposes of pretest planning, p.osttest prediction
and system performance analysis. These applications include several Seaiscale
[lO] and LOFT facility tests, Zion plant simulations, relief valve discharge
line fluid dynamic simulation and simulation of many separate effects tests.
The separate effects analysis include Edwards pipe blowdowns [ll], Edward's
experiment II, GE two foot and four foot vessel level swell experiments,
three Marviken blowdown tests [6], a Moby Dick test, a simple heated bundle
test and a Wyle-LOFT nozzle calibration test. In addition, many hypothetical
problems such as liquid level fall, manometer, subcooled water injection,
horizontal manometer, standing wave in a closed tube, pump loop and accumu-
lator blowdown are used to test the various models in the code.

Examples of RELAP5 posttest simulation of LOFT experiments L2-3 and L3-7
are included to illustrate the code capability for large break and small
break LOCA analysis respectively. The LOFT system model consists of 118
hydrodynamic cells and k60 metal conductance nodes and is illustrated in
Figure h. This model has been standardized and is used for all LOFT applica-
tions.

The LOFT LOCE L2-3 was conducted to simulate a double ended cold leg
braak in a full scale PWR. Figure 5 is a plot of the actual and posttest
calculated upper plenun pressure for the first kO seconds of the blowdown.


